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Language: English . Brand New Book. School s out and sixteen year-old Kennedy Simms is bored.
That could be a recipe for disaster. . . Good girls don t go to real parties, like the ones in the hood.
Or rock bangin clothes. Or stay out as long as they want. But I m sick of my parents rules and being
the perfect little boring suburban princess. It s my life, right? I ve decided to have some fun for a
change, hitting the streets with my new bestie, Sasha. Best of all, my new gangsta-fine boo, Malik,
knows how to treat me right, spoils me like I deserve, and is someone I can finally call my own. Sure,
living the life and being with Malik is getting me into mad-crazy trouble. And if I don t tell the truth
about him, I could go to prison. But a good ride-or-die girl never snitches. And as long as my friends
and my man stick by me, nothing can go wrong, right? A drama-filled cautionary tale about getting
in too deep. -- Publishers Weekly on Crazy Love Abrams...
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Reviews
This publication is very gripping and intriguing. It is among the most awesome book we have go through. You can expect to like how the author compose
this book.
-- Dr . Ma lika B echtela r II
This ebook might be worthy of a read, and superior to other. It usually does not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ar ch Upton
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